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Who are we? 
 
 
Coordinating organisation 
 
"GYEU - German Youth for European Unity" is an informal group of young students from all 
over Germany, who want to support the European Integration and to make Germany and its 
Citizens more “European”. We wish to achieve that by intensive cooperation with our 
international Partners. Our main focuses are on the following topics: 
• Opportunities and Education for disadvantaged groups  
• Non-formal Education  
• Cultural Exchange 
• Environmental Protection  
• Participation in the European Democracy / active citizenship 
By being a diverse group with different interest and qualifications, we are able to work 
efficiently with the topics listed above and to expand our already existing knowledge through 
mutual support.  
We started ourselves as a kind of youth initiative, motivated by participation in various 
Erasmus + projects, like this one. We felt the need to give something back to society and 
we now want to communicate this to many more motivated young people across Europe. 
Active participation, youth initiatives and voluntary work are some of the fundamental pillars 
of our democratic European society and therefore we want to promote this. 
 
Host organisation 
 
Youth Alliance is a non-governmental, non-profit organization, located in Tetovo, North 
Macedonia, where different nationalities live alongside each other with different religions, 
cultures, and traditions. Youth Alliance Tetovo is working since 1998 and advocates for the 
greater development of democracy and civil society, the strengthening of trust between 
different ethnic groups, and the inclusion of young people in cultural entertainment, 
environment, sports and educational activities. We also provide assistance and support to 
students in this country and abroad, offer advice on human rights, favor giving preference 
to the young age of thirty, fight corruption and aim for the greater rule of law throughout the 
world. Youth Alliance focuses its efforts on promoting openly transparent good governance, 
building interethnic trust, and fostering the inclusion of youth in all spheres of civil society. 
Partnering with a wide variety of international, national, and local organizations, Youth 
Alliance Tetovo has years of experience working on our foci resulting in robust, localized 
knowledge of best practices. 
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About the project 

 

Europe nowadays is facing many democratic challenges. Starting from the refugee crisis, 
Brexit, rise of nationalist and far right parties in many of our countries. The "shaking legs" of 
the EU democracy also puts the stability and future of EU on shaking legs. 
Throughout the history there are a lot of examples when the young people brought big 
changes, but unfortunately, most of them were very difficult with protests and 
demonstrations.   
We want to have active and aware young people equipped with relevant knowledge and 
tools enabled to place themselves as active and important stakeholder in all important 
decision making processes and through that position constantly improve the youth situation 
in different fields. Those young people to be enabled to hold their local and national 
Governments in constant cooperation with them and accountable for the common decisions 
made in order to have relevant and implementable youth policies, tools and opportunities. 
For this to happen, we realized that the best way is through youth work. Because even 
though there is formal education for this topic, still is not enough and is not effective: "actions 
speaks louder than words!". Youth organizations are the ones who are working with the 
young people on daily basis, know their capacities and needs, know how to engage and 
activate them, just they need a bit of support and motivation. 
 
We believe that by giving tools and improving the competencies of the youth they will be 
much more motivated and willing to actively participate in the "political" live and by that 
improving the general situation of EU. Because the young people are not just Citizens of EU, 
but the most important factors for the present and the future of EU. 
 
The youth exchange “Citizens of EU” aims at promoting the building and 
strengthening of open and democratic societies of the European Union. The content 
of the youth exchange is based on a concept of volunteering, participation, sharing 
experiences, experiential learning, so all that gained will enable the participants to 
use it in their countries for developing initiatives on local and regional level. 
 
Objectives:  

 To develop a common understanding of participation and explore instruments for its 
promotion among groups of young people 

 To increase the volume and quality of youth participation and raise awareness on 
concepts of citizenship, participation, volunteering, civil society and democracy; 

 To improve participants’ skills in project-management and develop youth initiatives 
through various concepts and methodologies; 

 To develop participants’ competence in using the revised European Charter on the 
Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life 

 To develop new tools and ideas for follow up and the further cooperation within the 
Erasmus+ programme 

 To make the participants familiar with the Erasmus+ programme and other 
opportunities. 

 
The project focuses on: Active participation, voluntary work and youth initiatives, concept 
of civil society and democracy, European Charter on Youth Participation on local and 
regional level, current needs of the young people, project development, creation of reader 
for active youth participation as well as developing different ideas for youth initiatives and 
establish sustainable cooperation among the young people from different countries. All 
that will promote the role of young people and youth organizations in the development of 
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volunteering and participation. Additionally, accessibility of young people, including 
youngsters with fewer opportunities to decision making and development of creative local 
initiatives in rural areas will be promoted. The project is an eight-day youth exchange 
with 40 participants coming from Germany, Italy, Hungary, Albania, Bosnia and North 
Macedonia. It will take place in Tetovo, North Macedonia. 
 
    

Partners and Participants: 
 
Partners: 
 

 German Youth for European Unity - 
Germany 

 Youth Alliance - North Macedonia 

 SOS Europa - Italy  

 EUROTENDER - Hungary 

 Demokrasi ve Hukuk Toplulugu- 
Turkey 

 Together in community for 
development society - Albania 

 PRONI - Bosnia and Herzegovina 
 
 
 
 
We are looking for 5 participants + 1 group leader per country who: 
 

 Wish to be active citizens of EU 

 wish to develop professionally and personally;  

 over 18, speak (or open to try to speak) English and are willing to be an active 
participant for the entire duration of the exchange; 

 motivated, open-minded, willing to cooperate and share from experience; 

 possession of knowledge, experience and tools from previous work or projects about 
youth participation; and 

 open for reflect on their experiences related to the topic; 

 desire to explore new ideas and promote youth participation among their peers; 

 motivation and capacity to disseminate the project result; 

 ability to communicate fluently in English;  
 
 

How to apply 

 

Send your Europass CV and motivational letter stating why you want to participate in this 
project to the partner organization from your country latest until 20.06.2019 
If you don’t have Europass CV, create one very fast here: 
https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/documents/curriculum-vitae 

 

 

 

  

https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/documents/curriculum-vitae
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Venue 

 

Hotel „Teteks Arena” Popova Shapka 
Tetovo 

North Macedonia 
 
The participants will be accommodated in double or triple rooms. 
The hotel has fast Wi-Fi and a new SPA centre. 
Regarding food: breakfast, lunch, dinner and 2 coffee breaks will be served at the hotel.  
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Budget 

 
There is no participation fee. Food, accommodation and local travel costs (only during the 
activity program) will be covered by the grant from the German National Agency of 
Erasmus+. 
 
Reimbursement 
 
According to the rules of the German National Agency, travel reimbursements can only be 
made by bank transfer to the Partner Organization and based on real costs. The bank 
transfer will be executed after  

- receiving all of the original documents (receipts, invoices, boarding passes and 
reimbursement claim) by post,  

- filling the form generated by the National Agency online evaluation through the 
Mobility Tool by the group leaders,  

- dissemination of results.  
up to the budget limit in Erasmus+ Programme. 
 
Rules for reimbursement: 
 
1. Only the cheapest means of transportation will be accepted between the country of the 
Partner Organization and the venue. Before purchasing anything, please, send your travel 
plan to vlade-tearce@hotmail.com  for confirmation; 
2. Only uninterrupted travel expenses incurred within the activity start and end dates can be 
accepted for reimbursement; 
3. The bank transfers costs cannot be covered by the project; 
4. In order to avoid unnecessary stress and problems (e.g. loss of documents by the post) 
please send us scanned copies of all documents by email to vlade-tearce@hotmail.com  
before sending those by post. 
5. All expenses must be converted to euros using the official exchange rate of the European 
Central Bank (ECB) on the date when the expense was paid. Link to ECB: 
http://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/exchange/eurofxref/html/index.en.html 
6. In case the participant(s) fail(s) to engage in the activity’s daily program due to late arrival 
or early departure and not attending 100% of the sessions, the amount granted per 
participant per day will be deducted from the travel reimbursement. The maximum limit to 
be reimbursed for each participant is highlighted above and was calculated by the distance 
calculator of the European Commission. 
Thanks a lot for keeping in mind all of these!  
 
Other Costs 
 
If participants decide to arrive earlier or stay longer, all costs related to that will be supported 
by the participants themselves.  
Costs of the insurance are not eligible and will not be reimbursed! This means that each 
participant must support his/her own insurance that covers: travel insurance (including 
damage or loss of luggage) wherever relevant; accident and serious illness (including 
permanent or temporary incapacity); and death (including repatriation expenses), as defined 
in the ERASMUS+ Programme Guide. 
 
Contact with any questions: 
Vladimir Gjorgjevski 

vlade-tearce@hotmail.com 

mailto:vlade-tearce@hotmail.com
mailto:vlade-tearce@hotmail.com
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